Abstract. Firstly, a numerical computation model of submarine radiation noise was established to obtain the radiation noise of the submarine, which was compared with the experimental results, thus verifying the validity of the model. As indicated by the computational result, the submarine fairwater played a significant impact on radiation noise at the front section, whose structure was therefore necessary to be studied. In the paper, there were several different type submarine fairwaters. Large eddy simulation (LES) and boundary element method (BEM) were applied to conduct the numerical computation for the vortex flow field and acoustic characteristics of the original fairwater, the fairwater with fillet and the streamline fairwater. Furthermore, the impact and suppression effect of the fairwater's type on wall pressure fluctuations and flow-induced noise were analyzed. As shown from the research, the vertical fairwater with fillet or the streamline fairwater can significantly improve the flow quality, thus considerably reducing the pressure fluctuations and flow-induced noise. The paper is conductive to the academic research of flow noise of submarine as well as the new submarine design in the future.
Introduction
As one of three major noise sources of a submarine, flow noises cannot be reduced by the method used for mechanical noises. The submarine cover was directly exposed in the fluid and a fairwater caused turbulent flows on the submarine surface, so that strong fluctuating pressure can be generated, acted on the submarine surface and directly radiated noises. Flow noise intensity rapidly increased with the increase of the speed, while the radiated sound power was in proportion to 5th-7th power of the speed [1] . Submarine designers have paid more and more attention to the importance of flow noises.
Current researches on flow noises were mainly completed through experimental measurement and numerical simulation [2, 3] . Martin [4] has adopted a self-propelled model experiment to obtain time-domain signals of submarine flow noises combining with an effective signal processing method. Reference [5] applied the computational fluid dynamic software and computed the submarine fairwater position and fluctuating pressure intensity. Skudrzyk [6] applied hydrophones with different dimensions to carry out noise measurement of the revolution, analyzed influences brought by hydrophones with different dimensions on measurement results, wrapped materials with different roughness on the surface of revolution solid to analyze their influences on the results. Lu [7] applied FLUENT software to carry out numerical simulation of flow noises of the submarine by loading different appendages and analyzed influences brought by different appendages on noises. Zeng [8] predicted flow noises of a submarine with full appendages by combining computational fluid mechanics and boundary element method and analyzed the changing regulation of acoustic directivity under different frequencies, where the computational results were consistent with general acoustic regulations. The mentioned researches computed flow noises only through experiments or numerical simulation. And they aimed at a certain submarine model, but failed to research the submarine fairwater.
The paper computed the flow field on submarine surface based on large eddy simulation firstly, and then applied the boundary element method to compute flow noises and radiation noises on the submarine surface. The submarine fairwater was changed into two different structures, while their flow noises were computed respectively for comparative analysis.
Numerical simulation method

Equation of large eddy simulation
Continuity equation and NS equation of filtering waves can be expressed as follows:
Wherein: was the stress tensor caused by molecular viscosity, and was the subgrid stress. Subgrid eddy simulation model is used for simulation:
If ′ = − was a small-scale movement, can be divided into the following formula:
Wherein: the first term was called Leonard term, also known as out scatter term, which represented the interaction between two large eddies to produce small-scale turbulence; the second of cross term meant the interaction between large and small eddies, whose energy can be transferred from large eddy to small one, vice versa, but the energy was transmitted from large eddy to the small one generally; the third of backscatter term demonstrated the large eddy generated from the interaction between two small eddies, whose energy was transferred from small eddy to large one. It was believed previously that different models should be applied to approximate various terms due to their distinct physical meanings. However, owing to the imperfect modeling technology yet, respective modeling may not be accurate and thus meaningless. Therefore, they tended to assemble together to conduct the overall modeling.
Dynamic Smagorinsky model was applied in the paper to simulate subgrid stress. Proposed by Germano in 1991, the model tried to reflect the actual flow by calculating eddy viscosity coefficient dynamically. Information of the minimum solvable scale was sampled, and then it was applied to simulate the subgrid scale stress. Near the boundary of the wall, the model gave correct asymptotic properties, which did not require damping function or intermittent function. The impact of backscatter was also considered in the model. And Lilly (1992) improved it through the least square method. Please refer to literature for detailed formula derivation and meaning.
Equation of acoustic analogy
Ffowcs Williams and Hawkins acoustic analogy equation, namely FW-H equation, was expressed as follows:
Wherein: was the fluid velocity component in direction; represented the fluid velocity component perpendicular to the object surface ( = 0); expressed the velocity component of object surface in direction;
was the normal velocity component of object surface; ( ) meant the Dirac delta function; and ( ) indicated the Heaviside step function. ′ meant the far-field sound pressure. = 0 indicated the object surface, and > 0 represented the externally unbounded free space. expressed the exterior normal of object surface, pointing at the inside fluid. was the far-field sound velocity, indicated the far-field density, and expressed the Lighthill stress tensor.
The far-field solution could be obtained through free-space Green function ( ) 4 ⁄ . The combination method of Kirchhoff integral and seepage FW-H method that was permeable through a surface was actually applied in the paper. And the far-field sound was consisted of monopole noise ′ ( , ), dipole noise ′ ( , ) and quadrupole noise ′ ( , ).
Computational characteristic of flow-induced noise
Crighton [9] pointed out that the computation of flow-induced noise was faced with more challenges compared to general problems. And this issue is given detailed discussion by Colonius and Lele [10] in recent years.
Firstly, the steady computation method cannot be used since the flow generating noise must be unsteady. However, unsteady RANS method was difficult to achieve sufficient computational requirements. Therefore, modern turbulence simulation technologies such as DNS, LES and DES should be applied to simulate unsteady flow noises. Nevertheless, their computational costs were huge, which was generally conducted on a high-performance parallel computer. Both LES and DES included simulations and approximations for different scales of flows. And the impact of this treatment on flow noise prediction was a problem with fairly theoretical depth, which cannot be thoroughly inspected and interpreted so far.
Second, an enormous difference was presented in the disturbance amplitude and characteristic scale of fluid mechanics and acoustics. Except high-speed flow containing shock wave and other few cases, only a small portion of fluid can be converted to acoustic energy in the far field. In the direct method (CAA), the sound and flow were solved simultaneously, which had very strict requirements for the form of numerical difference. In the combination approach (CFD+acoustic analogy), the sound and flow were calculated separately, the numerical precision also needed to be achieved a reasonable level, and the expression of the used sound source must be faithful to its actual radiation characteristics.
The outstanding problem existing in the flow acoustics was the scale separation of flow and sound, which brought not only computational challenges, but computational simplification. Its key was depended on the selected methods of the investigator. In infinite region, acoustic waves and hydrodynamic sources were matched in terms of time scale, and its wavelength and the source (vortex) scale were approximately expressed as = / through the Mach number . In the flow with low Match number, namely << 1, a huge difference between l and was thus generated, thereby causing the direct calculation of sound change to be very difficult. On the other hand, a huge difference on the scale enabled the combination method to be reasonable, simple and practical. That is to say, if the sound energy was too small to produce an effective impact on the fluid motion, the flow information can be calculated firstly and then substituted into the acoustic equation to solve the sound.
Computational results of the flow field
The model of submarine was shown in Fig. 1 , and its boundary conditions in the computational process of flow characteristic were as follows.
Speed inlet: 2L forwards of the submarine head. The magnitude and direction of the inflow velocity were set.
Pressure outlet: 4L backwards of the submarine tail. The hydrostatic pressure value of the flow was set corresponding to the reference point.
Wall: Outer surface of the submarine. Suppose there is no slip adhesion condition. Far field: 2L away from the submarine surface, whose speed was the speed of the undisturbed mainstream zone.
Wherein: L refers to the length of the submarine. According to above boundary conditions, the computational model of submarine flow field could be obtained, as shown in Fig. 2 . Both structured meshes and unstructured meshes, with the total number of 1.4 million, were included in the model, so as to achieve better computational accuracy. The computational steps were as follows: an inflow velocity was given firstly, the steady computation was conducted till its sufficient convergence, and then the accuracy of the flow field simulation was verified. Under a relatively satisfactory accuracy, this steady solution was taken as the initial value for unsteady computation. The time step of 0.00005 s was selected for unsteady computation, so as to capture the characteristics at high frequency. Based on the above computational model, distribution of surface pressure and vorticity of submarines could be obtained, as shown in Fig. 3 . It was shown in Fig. 3 that pressure and vorticity were distributed extensively at the head section and appendages of the submarine. The head section was an initial position which could generate interactions with a fluid, so a large pressure difference could be formed on the surface. Due to sudden structure changes in the appendages, serious separated vortexes would be generated on the surface, so that large pressure could be caused. a) Pressure distribution b) Vorticity distribution Fig. 3 . Computational results of flow field on submarine surface
Verification of numerical computation model
Outer surface of the geometric model was extracted to be meshed, as shown in Fig. 4 . The model mainly adopted triangular elements. There were 10981 elements and 12153 nodes in total. The computational elastic material modulus was 2.1e11, density was 7800 kg/m 3 and Poisson's ratio was 0.31. Then, Fig. 4 which was coupled with the flow field characteristics computed in Fig. 3 was imported into VIRTUAL.LAB. The boundary element meshes and structural meshes were coupled to map all flow field characteristics onto the boundary element mesh. Hence, all features of structural meshes can be obtained by the boundary element mesh. Then, the sound field was computed, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . It was shown in Fig. 5 that with increase of the analyzed frequency, the noise on submarine surface decreased gradually. When the analyzed frequency was 100 Hz, noises on the submarine surface were mainly distributed around the head section, and noises of other positions were relatively uniform. With increase of the analyzed frequency, noise distribution on the submarine surface became uniform gradually. It was shown in Fig. 6 that, when the analyzed frequency was 100 Hz, the radiation noise of submarines mainly came from the head section. When the analyzed frequency was 500 Hz, the radiation noise of submarines was mainly caused by appendages on the submarine surface. When the analyzed frequency kept on increasing, the radiation noise of submarines presented obvious directivity. The spectral response of pressure at 1.0 m ahead of submarine was extracted as shown in Fig. 7 . It was indicated that more peaks and valleys were appeared in the sound pressure response. However, it was gradually decreased with the increasing frequency on the overall trend. Concerning the submarine, its radiation noise had the very complex numerical computation, whose validation through tests was necessary to be conducted for better computational precision. The shallow sea was selected in the paper, as shown in Fig. 8 , so as to check the radiation noise regarding submarine. On the water surface, a buoy was placed so that the submarine can drive safely; and a sensor array system was arranged in the middle of floating sinking blocks under water. Additionally, a balance block was installed between the sinking block and the sensor array system, so as to confirm the stability of the latter under extrinsic factors. We connected the cable to the laboratory, and carried out the experiment later. To coincide with the numerical simulation process greatly, the experiment was set with the time step of 10 s, which was carried out for 3 times. Their mean value was selected as the final test value, which was compared with that of the numerical value in the simulation as Fig. 9 . As seen from Fig. 9 , experiment and simulation were basically consistent in terms of both values and trends, thus indicating the computational model reliability of the sound field established in this paper, which can be effectively used for subsequent analysis. 
Suppression on submarine radiation noises
As seen from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , the fairwater played a greater impact on sound field response of the submarine surface, whose structure was therefore necessary to be studied. Firstly, a fairwater with fillet at front edge and a streamline fairwater were designed, so as to weaken vortex at the connection section and suppress pressure fluctuations by these measures. Next, the verified LES method was applied to compute the vortex field of three types of fairwaters. Meanwhile, the impact of three types of fairwaters on wall pressure fluctuations and flow-induced noise was also analyzed. Three models were shown in Fig. 10 , and 8 sampling points were located on the fairwater. Sampling points on the fairwater were basically same corresponding to the main body, and the changes of their pressure fluctuations were comparable. 
Flow fields of different fairwaters
The computational results of the flow filed were shown as Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 . It was shown in comparison between Fig. 3 and Fig. 11 that pressure distribution and vorticity distribution of two structures were highly similar, while there was no obvious change basically. However, it was shown in comparison between Fig. 3 and Fig. 12 that pressure distribution and vorticity distribution of the submarine surface changed very obviously. There was basically no vortex on the fairwater of Type 3 submarine, while pressures at the head and middle parts were also improved to a certain extent. 
Pressure fluctuations of different observation points for fairwaters
At eight sampling points on the surface of three types of fairwaters, the 1/3 octave result of pressure fluctuations can be found in Fig. 13 . It could be known that compared with the original proposal, the fairwater with fillet and the streamline fairwater were declined to different degrees in terms of spectral amplitude of the pressure fluctuations. Furthermore, points P1 and P5 were reduced maximally, and low-frequency band was shown more significant reduction amplitude than the high-frequency band. Regarding fairwater with fillet, pressure fluctuations of point P1 was reduced 1~25.1 dB, point P2 was reduced by 1~11.5 dB, P3 was reduced by 1~12.4 dB, P4 was reduced by 1~8.8 dB, P5 was reduced by 1~31.5 dB, P6 was reduced by 1~18.1 dB, P7 was reduced by 2~24.4 dB, and P8 was reduced by 1~3.8 dB. Regarding the streamline fairwater, pressure fluctuations of point P1 was reduced by 1~27.1 dB, P2 was reduced by 1~19.1 dB, P3 was reduced by 1~21.6 dB, P4 was reduced by 2~18.7 dB, P5 was reduced by 2~31.8 dB, P6 was reduced by 1~14.8 dB, P7 was reduced by 5~25.9 dB, and P8 was reduced by 1~27.8 dB.
The total sound level of pressure fluctuations was computed and obtained regarding three kinds of fairwaters at the frequency of 12.5 Hz~8000 Hz. In comparison with the original scheme, the total sound level of pressure fluctuations was reduced by 2~14 dB in the fairwater with fillet, while that was reduced by 2~21 dB in the 3D fairwater. It was indicated that flow characteristics were improved and vortex was weakened by the optimization design of the fairwater, thereby gaining the good result for the suppression of pressure fluctuations. 
Radiation noises of different fairwaters
It was shown in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 that pressure distribution and vorticity distribution on the surface of submarine with a Type 3 fairwater were obviously different from the other structures. And fluctuating pressure was the source of the radiation noise of submarines. Therefore, based on the above computational method of the sound field, surface sound pressure and radiation noise of the submarine with the improved fairwater were computed. Computation results were shown in Fig. 14, Fig. 15, Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 . It was shown in comparison between Fig. 5, Fig. 14 and Fig. 16 that surface sound fields of submarines with three different structures of fairwaters were obviously different. However, with increase of the analyzed frequency, surface sound fields of three submarines tended to decrease. The sound pressure of Type 3 had minimum; Type 2 ranked the second place; the surface sound pressure of Type 1 had relatively maximum. It was shown in comparison between Fig. 6, Fig. 15 and Fig. 17 that the changing of fairwater had obvious influences on distribution and size of the whole radiation sound field of submarines. The radiation noise in 1/3 octave was also computed as shown in Fig. 18 . It was indicated that both the fairwater with fillet and the streamline fairwater were reduced in terms of flow-induced noise. During the frequency band of 12.5 Hz~100 kHz, the fairwater with fillet was reduced by 2~5 dB and the streamline fairwater was reduced by 3~12 dB; and at the frequency band of 100 Hz~500 Hz, the fairwater with fillet was reduced by1~8 dB and the streamline fairwater was reduced by 2~10 dB. The total sound level of flow-induced noise was computed and obtained regarding three kinds of fairwaters at the frequency of 12.5 Hz~8000 Hz. In comparison with the original scheme, the total sound level of flow-induced noise was reduced by 5 dB in the fairwater with fillet, while that was reduced by 9 dB in the streamline fairwater. The computational method was verified in previous chapters, and the computational accuracy of three examples was basically same. Besides, the noise reduction effect was the comparison result of three fairwaters, which should be reliable. In conclusion, the fairwater with fillet or the streamline fairwater can significantly improve the flow quality, which enables the total sound level and spectral amplitude of both the pressure fluctuation and flow-induced noise to be dropped considerably. 
Conclusions
At present, the research topic of this field is to conduct optimization design of submarines by using numerical simulation. Driven by the linear optimization and flow control of submarines, and to suppress vortex and reduce pressure fluctuations and flow-induced noise, fillets were installed on the front edge of a submarine fairwater and the streamline fairwater was designed in the paper. In addition, LES method was applied to conduct the numerical computation for the vortex flow field, wall pressure fluctuations as well as flow-induced noise of the original fairwater, the fairwater with fillet and the streamline fairwater. Furthermore, the impact and suppression effect of the fairwater shape on wall pressure fluctuations and flow-induced noise were analyzed. As shown from the results, the streamline fairwater can significantly improve the flow quality and the total sound pressure and spectral amplitude of the pressure fluctuations to be reduced considerably. The total sound level of pressure fluctuations was reduced by 2~21 dB in the streamline fairwater. And the total sound level of flow-induced noise was reduced by 9 dB. A technical support for the acoustic design and hydrodynamic design of new submarines can be provided by the paper.
